ABU Robocon 2019 Ulaanbaatar
FAQ
Please send the question after reading the rule book carefully. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Terms and definitions
Oct 26 2018
0-1)

Regarding ‘Terms and Definitions’ on page 8 of the Rulebook, is MR2 allowed to float?
A.

MR2 is not allowed to float or fly.

Mar 4 2019
0-2)

If one component has two or more ground contact areas mechanically, will it still be
regarded as one leg? For example, a leg wearing a high heel or ‘Geta’ (Japanese
traditional clog).
A.

It will be accepted as one leg. However, please make MR2 like a robot that moves
with four legs from the viewpoint of the audience. We mean a robot that moves
like a quadruped animal and → or a robot with four legs which move
independently.

Oct 26 2018
0-3)

Can MR2’s part other than its four legs touch the field or fence? For example, sensor
to touch the ground to read the guidelines, distant measurement roller to touch inside
of the fence, and MR2’s part other than the legs to touch the ground when MR2 falls
over.
A.

No. MR2 can only use four (4) legs. It is not allowed to use 5th and/or other
options of legs. MR2’s part other than its four legs must not touch the field.
However, MR2 can touch the fence.

0-4)

Is it a violation if MR2 doesn’t walk like a horse?
A.

0-5)

It is not necessary for MR2 to walk like a horse walking mechanism.

Rulebook says that mechanism whose legs rotate 360 degrees centered on joints are
prohibited but when we use link such as crank mechanism to drive the legs, is it allowed
if the rotation axis of the motor or the input ink to rotate 360 degrees? Also, please let
us know if this ‘360 degrees centered on joints’ belongs to a robot or to the field.
A.

Using a rotating mechanism to drive legs is allowed. The criterion of 360 degrees
centered on the joint belongs to the field.
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0-6)

Is it allowed to get driving force other than the four legs? Specifically, is it acceptable
to get propulsion with fans and etc.?
A.

0-7)

It is not allowed to get driving force other than the four legs.

When MR2 moves, does all the four legs need to make contact with the ground in one
cycle of walking?
A.

In one cycle of walking, each of the four legs needs to make contact with the
ground and separated again. One cycle means one cycle of motion that repeats
when moving with four legs. You cannot use just one leg, out of four legs, when
passing through the sand dunes.

0-8)

Please elaborate on ‘shuffling is not allowed’. Is it allowed to drag legs or shuffle when
MR2 moves?
A.

It is not allowed to drag and move without lifting the leg completely from the field.
It is allowed to drag the leg instantaneously when lifting the leg from the ground
and making contact with the ground.

0-9)

Is it allowed for MR2’s all legs to leave the filed at the same time?
A.

Yes, it is allowed. If other part of MR2 than its legs touched the game field it will
be a violation and team have to ask for a retry.

0-10)

What will the fifth part of the MR2 contacting the dark yellow area consider as?
A.

If other part of MR2, except the 4 legs, contacts the game field is considered as a
violation.

Dec 10 2018
0-11)

Regarding FAQ 0 - 7, is it acceptable for MR2 to change its direction on the spot while
the feet are in contact with the ground?
A.

0-12)

Yes, it is acceptable.

The FAQ1 says that each of the four legs must leave the ground once in one cycle of
walking. Does it conflict with the rule if the robot itself makes a pivot turn by using a
certain foot as an axis for a change of direction?
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A.

No, it doesn’t conflict with the rule. The requirement of walking is a condition for
walking, and it is not a rule that must be observed at all times during the game.

0-13)

Is it allowed for MR2’s parts other than 4 legs to make contact with the rope when
MR2 travel over the rope?
A.

MR’s parts other than 4 legs can make contact with the rope but if the rope gets
broken by the pressure of MR2, your team will lose that game.

Mar 4 2019
0-14)

When MR2 walks with four legs according to the regulation of walking, is it possible to
change the ground plane in one leg of MR2?
A.
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If it is regarded as walking with four legs, the ground plane may change.

Game procedure and competition tasks
1-1)

Setting time

Dec 10 2018
1-1.1)

Regarding Rule 1.3.3, can we place Shagais on the River?
A.

No, you can’t.

Mar 4 2019
1-1.2)

What is the height of MR1 at Khangai Urtuu?
A.

1-1.3)

The height of MR1 must not exceed 1500 mm.

Rule 1.2.1 says MR1 must fit into the Khangai Urtuu including its space above but what
about Gerege?
A.

1-1.4)

Gerege doesn’t have to fit into the Khangai Urtuu.

Is it allowed to use jig to set up MR1 and MR2?
A.

Yes, it’s allowed.

May 20 2019
1-1.5)

With respect to the Rulebook 1.1, is it acceptable for team members to bring a scale
and weigh Shagai during the setting time?
A.

No, it is not allowed. The organizer will check the weight in advance.
4

1-2)

Position of the robots and team members

Oct 26 2018
1-2.1)

Is operate allowed to enter the filed if MR 1 has both aspects of automatic and manual
robot such as moving automatically but passing on Gerege and throwing Shagai
manually?
A.

Not allowed. In the case of a robot that automatically controls its travel, for safety
reasons, the operator cannot enter the field.

1-2.2)

Please specify the area that team members are allowed to:
(a) step inside the field during a game.
(b) enter the space area during retry.
A.

(a) A team member who operates MR1 is allowed to be in the own Khangai area
and/or Throwing zone.

A.

(b) A team member who retries for MR2 and/or Shagai is allowed to enter own
team’s Khangai area, Gobi area, Mountain area and Throwing zone. A team
member must not enter the opponent's areas and Landing zone including space
area. If it happened, the team will be disqualified.

Mar 4 2019
1-2.3)

If MR1 is a semi-automatic robot, is it allowed to operator enter the game field during
a game?
A.

Please refer to 1-2.1. If MR1 is semi-automatic robot and if moving control is done
automatically, the operator cannot enter the field during the game expect for
setting time or retry. If moving control is done semi-automatically, it will be
regarded as a manual robot. Therefore, the operator can enter the field during the
game.

1-3)

Gerege and Shagai

Oct 26 2018
1-3.1)

If a part of Shagai is in contact with the Khangai Area, will it be considered as ‘placed
in Khangai Area’?
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A.

No. When placing Shagai, all of Shagai must be inside of the Khangai Area including
the space above.

1-3.2)

Is it allowed to pile up Shagais in Khangai Area?
A.

1-3.3)

Yes, it is allowed.

Is it allowed to put Shagais on top of a self-made rack to make it easy for MR1 to pick
them up?
A.

1-3.4)

No, it is not allowed to put Shagai on a rack.

Rulebook states that 70% of Gerege must be visible when MR1 carrying Gerege. Is it
allowed to cover Gerege with a transparent material such as acrylic?
A.

It is not regarded as a ‘visible state’. The uncovered part of Gerege must be visible
for 70% or more. The same condition applies when the team raises Gerege for
Uukhai.

1-3.5)

Is it allowed to keep the visible state of 70% of Gergel if seen from the bridge side
when the robot moves through the forest with omnidirectional movement?
A.

If MR1 is capable of omni-directional movement, when passing through the forest,
the state where the side on which the letter of Gerege is written always faces the
bridge is regarded as the Gergel is oriented in the direction of travel.

1-3.6)

Is there a back-and-front on the Gerege?
A.

Both sides of the Gerege have written letters, and the back-and-front are not
distinguished.

1-3.7)

What exactly does the Gerege with visible state of over 70% represent?
A.

Over 70% of the face of Gerege on which the letters are written must be visible
when seen from the traveling direction.

1-3.8)

With reference to Rule 1.3.5.4 MR1's holding of the Gerege, what part of the Gerege
needs to be above the "upper body" of the robot? Also, about MR2’s holding of the
Gerege, what part of the Gerege needs to be below the "upper body" of the robot?
A.

MR1 must carry the Gerege in the way that the upper part of Gerege is higher
than the top of MR1 from the start till it passes Line 1. MR 2 must carry the Gerege
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in the way that the uppermost part of Gerege is lower than the top of MR2 from
the moment of receiving Gerege till the arrival at the Uukhai Zone. While carrying,
MR doesn’t have to hold the Gerege vertically and it doesn’t have to be visible.

1-3.9)

Please elaborate on ‘raising Gerege vertically’, Rule 1.8.4.
A.

To raise Gerege, the upper part of Gerege must be raised higher than 1000mm
from the top surface of the Uukhai Zone. When doing so, MR2 is allowed to
extend itself beyond maximum extension size.

1-3.10) As for Rule 1.5.4, if the Gerege has been passed from MR1 to MR2, and then after
MR1 is just separated from the Gerege, MR2 drops it on the ground, is this situation
considered as “successful passing”?
A.

The successful passing of Gerege is achieved in the moment when MR 2 receives
the Gerege and MR1 is separated from the Gerege. If MR2 dropped the Gerege
after that, it will be a violation. (Rule 5.1)

1-3.11) While transferring the Gerege from MR1 to MR2, is it allowed for MR2 to raise its arm
above its upper body and then take the Gerege and carry it below its upper body?
A.

It is not necessary to follow the rule "carrying Gerege" after MR1 crosses Line 1.

1-3.12) Can we use the hole in Gerege to hold it?
A.

Yes, robots can use hole on a Gerege to hold it.

1-3.13) Is the Gerege considered while measuring the dimensions of MR1 while it's holding it?
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A.

No, a Gerege is not included in the dimensions of the robot.

1-3.14) What if Autonomous robot dropped Gerege?
A.

It’s a violation.

1-3.15) Can any part of MR2 (automatic horse robot) touch the tussock rope?
A.

Yes, MR2 can touch the rope.

1-3.16) If a Shagai landed in the Landing Zone is overturned by another incoming Shagai, are
points counted by the original or final face of the Shagai? For Example; If we land a
sheep with our first throw and the second Shagai hits the first one and turns it to the
camel, are we allotted 40 or 60 points?
A.

If a Shagai lands in the Landing zone and a score is approved by referee, initial
score will not change even its posture is changed.

Dec 10 2018
1-3.17) What does inclination of the Gerege mean to which direction? Also, how do you
measure it?
A.

It is an inclination with respect to a plane perpendicular to the field plane. During
the game, if the referee judged that the Gerege obviously leaned more than 45
degrees, it will be a violation at that moment. Please try to hold Gerege vertically
to the field surface when MR1 holds Gerege and MRs raises Gerege.

Mar 4 2019
1-3.18) How to qualify that MR2 raises Gerege at 1 meter during a game?
A.

The organizing committee plan to use a camera for detection of a Gerege’ s height
during Uukhai action. The camera may be placed on the gray area between Red
and Blue fields. At the moment, we cannot determine installation measurements
of the camera. Teams take consideration on it when developing robots.

1-3.19) When carrying Gerege, "Over 70% of the face of Gerege on which the letters are
written must be visible when seen from the traveling direction” but should it be
exposed at least 70% facing the direction of travel? Or do you strictly judge the
condition of "Gerege visible over 70%"? For example, if just 70% of Gerege exposed is
tilted slightly with respect to the direction of travel, it is less than 70% visible from the
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direction of travel. Is this a violation in this case?
A.

As long as 70% or more of "A surface on which letters is written” of a Gerege is
exposed and its surface can be seen from the direction of travel, the condition is
satisfied. Please clearly show Gerege which is the ‘pass’ to the referee and the
audience.

May 20 2019
1-3.20) Regarding "Rulebook 1.3.5", when turning the corner after the robot crosses over the
bridge with omnidirectional movement, can you the robot move to Line 1 without
changing the orientation of the Gerege? If not allowed, is it possible to change direction
on the spot when the omni-directional mobile robot turns around the corner, or to
rotate only the Gerege?
A.

After crossing the bridge, it is necessary that 70% or more of the Gerege to be
visible as seen from the robot's traveling direction. You can rotate the Gerege only.
MR1 must satisfy this rule until it crosses the Line 1.

1-3.21) FAQ 1-3.17 says, "Please try to hold Gerege vertically to the field surface when MR1
holds Gerege and MR2 raises Gerege". Are there any other regulations on the angle of
Gerege? Is it okay if the Gerege is held upside down? (The part of the hole comes to
the bottom).
A.

We have no plans to impose more restrictions on the raising angles other than
written in the rule book and in the current FAQ. As for Gerege, please hold in the
way that the part of the hole comes to the top.

1-4)

Tasks in the Khangai Area

Oct 26 2018
1-4.1)

MR1 has to ravel tthrough the forest according to the route indicated by white
guidelines but is it OK as long as a part of the robot passes over the white guidelines?
A.

MR1 does not have to travel on the white guidelines as long as it passes the route
indicated by the white guidelines.

1-5)

Passing a Gerege

Dec 10 2018
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1-5.1)

With reference to Rule1.5, can MR 2 operate for delivery when the delivery of the
Gerege is not completed?
A.

MR2 can move during the delivery of Gerege. However, MR2 cannot move
beyond Gobi Urtuu including its space above until the delivery is completed.

1-6)

Tasks in the Gobi Area

Jan 27 2019
1-6.1)

If MR2 jumps from Gobi Urtuu to Mountain Urtuu, will it be regarded as passing Line
2 and Line 3?
A.

No. MR2 must touch the field at least once between Line 2 to Line 3 and between
Line 3 to Mountain Urtuu.

Oct 26 2018
1-6.2)

Is it acceptable to pass under the rope while satisfying the regulation?
A.

1-6.3)

It is OK as long as it meets regulation.

Is MR2 allowed to touch/carry Shagai at any point in the game?
A.

MR2 is not allowed to touch a Shagai at any moment in a game.

May 20 2019
1-6.4)

What happens MR2 touches the Mountain when it is entering the Mountain Urtuu?
A.

It is a violation if MR2 touches the Mountain when it is entering the Mountain
Urtuu.

1-6.5)

All of the contact points of MR2 have entered Mountain Urtuu but a part of the robot
is still in contact with the pole or/and rope. Would it be still considered as task
completed?
A.

It is not considered as complete the task in the Gobi area when MR2 has contact
with any part of the Tussock.

1-7)

Throwing a Shagai

Oct 26 2018
1-7.1)

With reference to ‘MR1 can hold and throw only one Shagai at a time’, can MR1 to put
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multiple Shagais in TZ?
A.
1-7.2)

No. MR1 can put only 1 Shagai in TZ including its space above.

With reference to ‘MR1 can hold and throw only one Shagai at a time’, can MR1 hold
another Shagai other than the Shagai which MR1 to throw?
A.

1-7.3)

Is it a violation if MR1 touched another Shagai while picking up a Shagai?
A.

1-7.4)

No. MR can hold only 1 Shagai at a time.

No, it’s not a violation.

Can MR1 throw Shagai as long as a part of it is in TZ?
A.

When throwing Shagai, MR’s all of the contact areas with the ground must be
inside of TZ.

1-7.5)

What happens if the thrown Shagai hits team’s own field then landed on the landing
area?
A.

If the thrown Shagai hits team’s own field then landed on the landing area, it will
be a violation. However, the points are valid if the thrown Shagai hits the fence or
the side of the slope then landed on the landing area.

1-7.6)

When we do Shagai retry, if own team’s Shagai in LZ becomes an obstacle, can we
move the Shagai back to Khangai Area?
A.

No, you cannot retrieve the Shagai which is already in LZ when you do Shagai
retry. The same condition applies to Retry.

1-7.7)

When we do Shagai retry, if we want to put Shagai where the MR1 is placed, can we
move MR1?
A.

1-7.8)

No, you cannot. MR1 must be stopped there and cannot be moved until restart.

What happens if a thrown Shagai lands on top of our team’s Shagai or opponent’s
Shagai and come to rest but it didn’t make contact with the LA?
A.

1-7.9)

You will get 20 points.

During retry, can we move those Shagais before throwing or Shagais which didn’t earn
points back to the original position?
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A.

Yes, you can.

1-7.10) Can MR1 continue to throw Shagai even after earning 50 points?
A.

Yes, as long as MR2 is inside of Mountain Urtuu. Points will be added by throwing
Shagai even after earning 50 points.

Oct 30 2018
1-7.11) Can MR1 pick up a Shagai from Throwing zone?
A.

All of MR1’s contact surfaces must be within the Khangai Area when MR1 picks
up Shagai.

Dec 10 2018
1-7.12) Regarding ‘picking up Shagai’, is it a violation if MR1 is in contact with Shagai before it
passes on Gerege to MR2? For example, is it possible to pass on Gerege when MR1
hasn’t pick up the Shagai yet but MR1 is in contact with the Shagai in preparation for
grabbing it?
A.

MR1 cannot touch Shagai until MR1 finished passing on Gerege to MR2.

Mar 4 2019
1-7.13) Can MR1 throw a Shagai when MR2 is climbing the Mountain?
A.

No, it is not allowed to throw a Shagai when MR2 is climbing to the Mountain.

1-7.14) Rule 1.7.3 says that MR1 can hold and throw only one Shagai at a time but when can
MR1 pick up and throw the 2nd and 3rd Shagai?
A.

When MR1 throws a Shagai and Shagai is no longer in contact with MR1, MR1
can touch next Shagai.

May 20 2019
1-7.15) When MR1 carries a Shagai, can it make contact with the field?
A.

As soon as the Shagai makes contact with the field, it will be considered “dropped”
to the field and team will have to take a compulsory retry.

1-7.16) With respect to the Rulebook 1.7.2, is it allowed for MR1 to enter the Throwing Zone
or just the space above of the Throwing Zone in the following cases?
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(a) Before MR1 pass the Gerege to MR2.
(b) Before MR2 reaches Mountain Urtuu and after MR1 passes the Gerege to MR2.
A.

MR1 can always enter the space above the Throwing Zone. Once MR2 reaches
Mountain Urtuu and the referee raises a flag, MR1 can be grounded in the
Throwing Zone.

1-8)

Climbing the Mountain

Oct 26 2018
1-8.1)

The Rulebook says MR2 raises Gerege vertically above its upper body but can we raise
Gerege while moving it in the horizontal direction?
A.

1-8.2)

Yes, you can.

Instead of team member, can MR1 send a non-contact signal for MR 2 to leave the
Mountain Urtuu?
A.

1-8.3)

Can we use jig to adjust/arrange MR2 in the Mountain Urtuu?
A.

1-8.4)

No, it is not allowed.

Yes, you can.

Is it OK if MR’s legs are not in contact with the field when achieving Uukhai as long as
the upper side of Gerege is at least 1000mm above the field of Uukhai Zone?
A.

No. MR2 must raise Gerege while at least one of its legs are in contact with the
ground surface. MR2 must raise and keep raising the Gerege so that a referee can
confirm it with his or her eyes.

1-8.5)

Is it possible to use radio waves as a non-contact signal? In other words, can we inform
our robot to start climbing the mountain by pressing the wireless switch with only one
button that does not have the ability to control the robot?
A.

The team member who gives signal to the robot is not allowed to use wireless
radio waves.

Mar 4 2019
1-8.6)

Is it allowed to make mechanical changes to MR2 for climbing to the Mountain in the
Mountain Urtuu?
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A.
1-8.7)

It is prohibited to make mechanical changes while changing program is allowed.

Under FAQ 1.8.5, the team member who gives signal to the robot is not allowed to use
wireless radio waves but does this ‘wireless radio waves’ include radio wave and sound
wave?
A.

The team member who gives signal to the robot without using wireless radio
waves controller including radio wave and sound wave.

1-8.8)

Can a team member who wears magnet belt on his wrist enter the field and start MR2
by non-contact signal from Mountain Urtuu?
A.

The team member must send non-contact signal to start the robot from outside
of the field but the team member can enter the space above the field.

1-8.9)

Rule 1.8.1 says After MR2 reaches the Mountain Urtuu, with referee’s permission,
team members can enter the Mountain Urtuu and touch MR2 to stop MR2 and change
program and/or re-arrange direction of MR2. If a team member wishes to change
direction of MR2 once it reached Mountain Urtuu, do we have to stop MR1 too? When
MR1 is throwing a Shagai to Landing Zone, can a team member enter Mountain Urtuu
and touch MR2?
A.

When team member changes direction of MR2, you don’t have to stop MR1. You
can touch MR2 while MR1 is throwing a Shagai.

May 20 2019
1-8.10) With regard to the Rulebook 1.8, when MR2 starts from Mountain Urtuu, is it allowed
if a part of the robot is in the space above the Mountain Area?
A.

Yes, it is allowed.

1-8.11) Regarding FAQ 1-8.8 ‘The team member must send non-contact signal to start the
robot from outside of the field’. But is it possible for team members to use a tool to
send non-contact signals to the robot? For example, we consider using a reflector such
as a mirror or a rod to send a signal.
A.

Yes, it is allowed.

1-8.12) According to the Rulebook 1.8.4, it is necessary for the Gerege to be 70% or more
visible from the landing area side. Is this height of the viewpoint as seen from the same
height as Gerege? If not, from what height in the Landing Area?
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A.

We plan to check from about the same height as Gerege. If 70% or more of the
Gerege is exposed and the surface is visible from the own Gobi Urtuu side and is
raised higher than MR2’s upper body, the condition will be satisfied.

2

Retries

Dec 10 2018
2-1)

Regarding Rule 1.8, can we adjust the position of Gerege during retry after MR2
received Gerege?
A.

You can adjust the position of Gerege during retry if you satisfy following FAQ 22.

2-2)

Regarding Rule 1.8, can we create a separate ‘Gerege Receiving Mechanism’ and
‘Gerege Raising Mechanism’ and after receiving the Gerege, transfer it to ‘Gerege
Raising Mechanism’ during retry?
A.

It is OK to separately create "Receiving Mechanism" and "Raising Mechanism".
However, MR2 itself has to transfer the Gerege from "Receiving Mechanism" to
"Raising Mechanism". When a team member adjusts the position of the Gerege
during retry, or in Mountain Urtuu, he/she can only rest the Gerege on the
"Receiving Mechanism’.

May 20 2019
2-3)

As for the Rulebook 2.5, if the robot has two ground points on one leg and those
ground points straddle the Line, will it be considered as ‘striding over the Line’ as
written in the Rule book? Or if the robot has a wide ground plane on one leg, and that
ground plane straddles the Line, will it be considered as ‘striding over the Line’ written
in the Rulebook?
A.

No. However, if the robot has several ground points on one leg or it has a wide
ground plane on one leg and if at least one of those legs is completely before the
Line (towards the Line), it will be considered as ‘striding over the Line’.

2-4)

Can I use a jig during retry?
A.

No, use of the jig is not allowed during retry.
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3

Deciding winner

Oct 26 2018
3-1)

What is the final task in 3.3.3.2?
A.

Of the tasks that both teams achieved and scored points, the task which is the
closest to the goal.

4

Robots’ design and development

Oct 26 2018
4-1)

Can the robot recognize another robot with a photoelectric sensor or something?
A.

4-2)

No, it is not allowed.

The Rulebook prohibits suction of the field but is it allowed to obstruct opponent by
sucking objects and/or making wind?
A.

Suction of the items on the field such as fence, rope, Sand Dune and so on and
the contest field itself is prohibited. Obstruction by the wind is also prohibited.
However, it is OK to suction in order to hold Shagai and Gerege.

4-3)

Can MR1 blow Shagai with wind?
A.

4-4)

No, it’s not allowed.

Can we put our smartphone on MR1?
A.

Yes, you can use a smartphone as a sensor and/or control unit. However, its
weight will be considered as a robot's weight. Refer FAQ.

Dec 10 2018
4-5)

Regarding Rule 4.8, is it OK to install the equipment/objects outside of the field for
sensing by the automatic robot?
A.

4-6)

No, it is not allowed.

Regarding Rule 4.8, as a way of assisting MR2’s walking, can we use wind?
A.

No. Using wind for assisting MR2’s walking is not allowed. However, using fans to
cool down motors and circuits are allowed.
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May 20 2019
4-7)

Regarding Rule 4.8, can the vertical and lateral directions of MR2 be taken with any
orthogonal axes, or is it determined with respect to the robot's traveling direction? Also,
in the latter case, how do you determine the axis in a robot that can move in all
directions?
A.

You can take it with any axis in the plane parallel to the field plane.

Mar 4 2019
4-8)

Notes on 4-legged robot
The ABU Robocon 2019 Contest Committee considers ‘four-legged robot walk’ as a
very important factor in this contest theme. Please double check FAQ 0-2 specifically.
The point of judgement by the committee is whether the robot looks like moving with
four legs seen by the audience. If you are unsure if your robot meets this condition,
please send a video clip to the ABU Robocon 2019 Contest Committee. The contest
committee will confirm if it’s violation or not.

4-9)

It is specified that only Bluetooth or Wi-Fi controllers can be used. But Wi-Fi runs at
2.4GHz. So, it is actually radio controller. Is RF allowed or not?
A.

Due to the regulation and use of radio frequency at the contest venue, only WiFi (IEEE 802.11) and/or Bluetooth, Zigbee (IEEE 802.15) radio standards are
allowed.

4-10)

If our high-level controller is a laptop, can we split it from the robot and position the
laptop outside the playground while it is connected to the low-level controller via WiFi?
A.

No, it is not allowed to communicate with MR2 at any situation or any propose.
See also FAQ 4-5.

4-11)

The Rulebook 4.12.1 says MR2 may not exceed 800mm x 1000mm x 800mm during
the game. Does it refer to the maximum deployable size possible of the structure of
the robot or maximum deployable size during the game?
A.

It refers to the maximum deployable size during the game.
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4-12)

Can we make a robot with multiple mechanisms and attach/detach necessary
mechanisms or use them differently in each game? In that case, what would be the
weight regulation?
A.

You cannot replace or use multiple mechanisms for each match. However, in order
to correspond to the red field and blue field, changing the installation position of
the mechanism is allowed in each game. In that case, you must indicate the
changes to the committee during robot measurement and test-run.

4-13)

Can we touch upper side of the fence?
A.

The robots can touch inside or upper side of the fence but not allowed to touch
outside of the fence or grab the fence.

4-14)

Regarding MR1, is it acceptable to generate downforce by blowing up the wind?
A.

4-15)

Regarding MR1, is it acceptable to blow wind against the floor?
A.

4-16)

Not allowed.

Not allowed.

Are Shagai and Gerege included to the robot’s dimension? That is, when MR 1 and MR
2 hold Shagai or Gerege, is it included in the expansion restrictions?
A.

4-17)

Shagai and Gerege are not included in the expansion restrictions.

Can MR2 walk with a sucker attached to the back of MR2’s foot? The robot does not
suck the air inside the sucker. It just presses the foot naturally to the ground.
A.

You can use sucker but you cannot use the power to suck air in the sucker.

May 20 2019
4-18)

As for FAQ 4-12, is it OK to replace parts for each match according to the red /blue
field if it is exactly the same symmetrical mechanism?
A.

Replacement of parts is not allowed except for a compelling reason such as
damage or a failure of the robot. Therefore, it is not allowed to replace parts for
each match according to the red/blue field.

4-19)

As for FAQ 4-7, when MR2 climbs a slope, is the ‘field plane’ in this answer a slope
plane or a plane with a Gobi area?
A.

In this case, the field plane refers to the slope plane.
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4-20)

The Rulebook 4.12 says ‘MR2 must have dimension of no less than 400mm in width,
length and height’ but is it OK as long as any one side exceeds 400 mm in width or
height or width?
A.

5

All of width, length and height must be more than 400mm.

Violations and Disqualification

Oct 26 2018
5-1)

What happens if the thrown Shagai falls on the boundary fence between the LZ and
the opponent team’s field?
A.

If the thrown Shagai does not touch LA and enters opponent’s field and the space
above, the team will be disqualified. If the Shagai lies on the fence in contact with
LA, the team will not be disqualified and the team will get 20 points

5-2)

Will our team be disqualified if Shagai which already scored points fell to the
opponent's field by the Shagai thrown by the opponent?
A.

Your team will not be disqualified. Disqualification happens when you drop Shagai
in the opponent’s field.

5-3)

Will our team be disqualified if Shagai which already scored points fell to the
opponent’s field by the Shagai thrown by our team?
A.

5-4)

Yes, your team will be disqualified.

If a thrown Shagai fell to the opponent’s field after hitting our own or opponent’s
Shagai, will we be disqualified?
A.

Yes, your team will be disqualified.

Mar 4 2019
5-5)

It is expected that Shagai will be considerably damaged and/or deformed as a result of
repetitive throw by robots as the game proceeds but does the committee plan to
replace Shagai in every game? If the thrown Shagai gets damaged by landing on the
wood flame and so on, will it be regarded as a violation by the team? If the Shagai gets
damaged during a game, will it be replaced?
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A.

As for Shagai, we don’t take violation except when it is considered to be
intentionally damaged. Shagai will be replaced on occasion but not in every game.
Some dents and peeling off of Shagai will not be considered ‘damaged’. If Shagai
is damaged considerably during a game, it may be replaced during retry by the
judgement of a referee.

May 20 2019
5-6)

According to the Rulebook 5.2, ‘Any part of any robot enters an area that is not allowed
during the current task, the team violates the rule and a retry is compulsory’. What
happens if a robot enters an unnamed area and its space above that exists between
my team's field and the opponent team's field?
A.

The area (border zone) between the two fields can be intruded in the air, but it
becomes a violation when the field is grounded. In addition, it is considered as
disqualification if a team member enters the border zone (including space above).

6

Safety and Teams

Oct 26 2018
6-1)

As per Rule 7.3, if MR1 is a manual robot, must the emergency stop button be built on
its control box? Can this button stop the robot effectively?
A.

Each robot must have an emergency stop button. If MR1 is an automatic robot,
apart from the emergency stop button directly attached to the robot, you must
also prepare an emergency stop button which stop the robot remotely.

Mar 4 2019
6-2)

If MR1 is an automatic robot, you must have an emergency stop button on the
controller, but is it an emergency stop to shut off all the power system of the robot, or
is it a software-like emergency stop?
A.

We call the switch to remotely stop MR1 as a "remote stop switch". This is to
distinguish from the emergency stop button.
(a) "Remote stop switch" is required only when MR1 is a fully automatic robot.
(b) "Remote stop switch" can be software dependent. However, emergency stop
button to be attached to the main body should not be software dependent.
Please make it only with real circuit.
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May 20 2019
6-3)

As for FAQ 6.2, can we attach a ‘remote stop switch’ which satisfies the conditions
mentioned under FAQ6.2 on MR2 and use it during the game? At this time, MR2 is
supposed to have a non-software-dependent emergency stop button mounted on its
body.
A.

7

No, you cannot attach a ‘remote stop switch’ on MR2.

Others

Oct 26 2018
7-1)

Is the floor of the field made of plywood? Or is it linoleum? Also, in the case of linoleum,
are Sand Dunes and Slopes also made of linoleum?
A.

The surface of the field will be created by plywood, in the same way as the ABU
Robocon 2018.

May 20 2019
7-2)

Please provide information on the diameter of the pole in the Forest and diameter of
the rope in Sand Dune → Tussock.
A.

The diameter of the Pole is 60.5cm. The diameter of the rope in Sand Dune →
Tussock is 20mm.
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